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Climatic change is a long term abutment weather condition specifically concerned with
temperature and precipitation. This climate change may be the result of natural calamities such
as volcanic eruptions or anthropogenic activities like forest fires, greenhouse gas emission, and
land-use changes (Reddy, 2015). The average surface temperature of the plant has been reduced
by 0.89◦C since 1901 (IPCC AR5, 2014). Further, the mean global temperature is anticipated to
increases by another 1.5 to 2◦C by the end of the twenty-first century (IPCC AR5, 2014). Since
1901 planet earth experienced increased precipitation despite a reduced number of rainy days
which shows that there are an increased intensity and spatial variability of rainfall (IPCC AR5,
2014). Thus, climate change is perceived to bring in increased temperature attended precipitation
patterns with increased frequency and severe extreme weather events. It is very much evident that
climate change has a severe impact on global food production influencing both demand and supply
of food grains, globally (Srinivasarao et al., 2018) under such conditions the program of sustainable
development goals will continuously slow down, affecting the communities immensely. Besides
this about 85% of Indian farmers and marginal and small landholders (Agriculturalcensus, 2011
http://agsccences.nic.in) and about 60% of the net sown area under rainfed agriculture. This makes
India vulnerable to climate change considerably effecting the cropping system, livestock, fisheries,
poultry, soil, pest, and diseases. Climate change would have a serious impact on Indian agriculture
in the coming years which would negatively impact some important crops that would lead the
country to food insecurity. The present trend and scenario are evident that without an efficient
measure it would be very difficult to meet agro- demand of the country. Thus, efficient measures of
adaption and mitigation are required.

In the context, this book “Climate change and agriculture in India: Impacts and
Adaptations.” edited by Mahdi (2019) is an attempt to provide a basic understanding of
climate change showcasing the specific sectorial research trend in the country’s important
cereals crops, paddy and wheat, inland fisheries and temperate region horticultural
crops. The chapters discuss the different mitigation strategies for climate change impacts,
considering biotic and abiotic stress holistically, relating them to the present concept
of changing climate. The book provides perceptual discussions of the climatic change
and resilient agricultural systems limited to temperate and sub-tropical regions of the
country. This is a book for students to understand the present trends of climate change
mitigation interventions.
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This book deals with the particularly view such as (i)
Evidences for climate change in which the authors discusses
about projected temperature and precipitation in the scenario
of erosion specifically for paddy and wheat cultivation in India,
Condition of country’s crop production under the effects of
El-nino and La-nino events, Effect of changing climate or
temperature fruit cultivation in the Kashmir valley, Global
scenario of climate change and Inland open fisheries in
Indian scenarios, the future projections and present scenario
of climate change in cold arid regions of India (ii) Mapping
and modeling studies like simulation modeling and its impacts
and variability’s of climate change on Indian agriculture,
investigation on global climate models (GCM’S) and crop model
capabilities to provide appropriate decision making information,
spatiotemporal mapping of agricultural dynamics in association
with floods and their impacts in the state of Bihar specifically (iii)
Experimental and analytical assessment studies like assessment of
bio priming mediated nutrient use efficiency for climate resilient
agriculture, the analytical quantification of socio-economic and
ecological implication by using accretion of data andmodulation,
environmentally viable by engineering estimates through bio-
geo-chemical cyclic lens were part of the book chapters (iv)
Atmospheric stress management in crops by adaptation and
interventions, Tropical fruit production systems in the impact of
climate change and potential mitigation strategies, Plant breeders
style of strategies for mitigating climate change, Minimizing the
vulnerabilities to climate change in the state of Bihar using smart
agriculture options, harnessing the benefits of nano- technology
in the scenarios of climate change, Harnessing the under-utilized
crops into the mainstreaming agriculture for sustainable future,
The micro- weather based information system for efficient

risk management in the Indian agriculture, Sustainable Indian
agriculture by adaptation and mitigation of climate change and
Greenhouse gas emission from selective cropping patterns for
the neighboring country “Bangladesh” were incorporated in the
present book.

The editor represented only a part of the proposed title
“Climate Change and agriculture in India,” the book has a
dearth of information regarding the diverse Indian agricultural
sector as a whole. The components of great importance like
livestock and poultry which strengthens the agricultural sector
in the Indian economy in terms of providing protein and
nutritional security, income, and foreign exchange remained
unaddressed. Similarly, the role of soil health management,
agro-forestry, pest, and disease management which is the key
to agricultural sustainability is not discussed in the book.
Agriculture is also a contributor to greenhouse gases (GHG’s)
emissions and global warming thus it is important to account
for these emissions from the Indian Agro sector. To achieve
this, we need to adopt strategies like Integrated Nutrient
Management (INM) and site-specific nutrient management,
neither GHG’s contribution from the India agriculture nor its
mitigation strategies are discussed and representation of the
chapter on GHG’s of the neighboring country Bangladesh but
missed to correlated to the context of the book. The book has
gaps for future discussion on, How is Climate change affecting
Indian agriculture?
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